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policy of economic and political penetration in the Far
East, and wished to be freed from possible complications in
the Balkans* In case her aggressive attitude in Manchuria
should lead to trouble with China or Japan, it was impor-
tant that her Balkan rear should not be endangered from
the side of Austria, or otherwise. In the spring of 1897,
therefore, consequent upon Francis Joseph's visit, the
Austrian and Russian foreign ministers exchanged friendly
notes declaring in favor of the status quo in the Balkans,
and asserting their intentions to pursue "a policy of per-
fect hariaony." Austria reserved her claims to Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and expressed herself in favor of an inde-
pendent Albania. The status of Constantinople and the
Straits, "having an eminently European character," was
not to be modified by any separate Austro-Russian ar-
rangements.14 By this agreement the Balkan question was
said to be "put on ice," and for a decade the tension between
the rival aims of Russia and Austria was in fact somewhat
relieved.
But it would be a mistake to assume, as most writers do,
that Russia had'abandoned, even temporarily, the consid-
eration of her ambitions in the Near East while pressing
her imperialist policy in the Far East. This misconception
arose largely from the inspired Russian Press and from
misinformed persons who believed that the Russian Bear
had shifted his appetite completely to the plains of
Manchuria. In reality, though the Tsar and his ministers
talked of "Port Arthur," they were at the same time
thinking of "Constantinople." Of this there are several
indications.
14 Notes of Goluchowski and Muraviev of May 8 and 17, 1897; Prib-
ram, pp. 78-82; G.P., XII, 273-305. For further efforts to extend Austro-
Russian Harmony in the Balkans by the Murzsteg Program, the Neu-
trality -Declaration of 1904, and the Macedonian reform plans of 1904-
1907, see Pribram, p. 98; G.P., XVHI, 85-405; XXII, 3-8, 19-522; and
British Documents, I, 281 f., 295-305.

